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                      Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

    State of Assam   
     –Vs–  

Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki  
S/O:- Sri Umaram Kataki 
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Mr. Niranjan Saikia, Asst. P.P……………………… For the State 

Mr. B. Bhattacharya & Ors, Ld. Advocates………………..For the accused person 
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        08.08.2019, 17.10.2019 & 18.02.2020  
Date of Statement of defence  :- 18.11.2020 

Argument heard on   :- 14.12.2020 

Judgment delivered on  :- 19.12.2020  

 

J U D G M E N T 

History of Prosecution’s Case 

1. Prosecution case appears to be in a nutshell is that one Sri Pabitra Koch lodged 

an ejahar before the O/C, of Tezpur PS through I/C of Kacharigaon Police 

Outpost on 20.11.2014, alleging inter alia that he is an employee of Drishtee 

Development and Communication Limited (DDCL) and they have a business 

relationship with Assam Trading Company, Main Road, Tezpur regarding sale 

and purchase of fast moving consumer goods. It is alleged that the above 

named accused being the employee of DDCL he had a responsible for purchase 
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of goods from various traders, management of inventory and sale of goods to 

rural retail point. It is further alleged by the informant that on 17.10.2014 they 

have received a letter from Assam Trading Company dated 14.10.2014 

addressing the accused, DDCL demanding payment of an outstanding amount 

of Rs. 1,96,786.77/- and thereafter, they shocked to receive the same as 

according to them the outstanding stood only at Rs. 22,054.17/-. On enquiry, 

they learnt that the accused in course of employment created forged purchase 

orders in the name of DDCL and placed it with Assam Trading Company and 

fraudulently and dishonestly purchased those goods on deferred payment basis. 

It is also pleaded that they found that inventory approximately to the tune of 

Rs. 140867/- was missing from the stock of DDCL. 

“INVESTIGATION” 

2. On receipt of the ejahar, Tezpur P.S Case No. 1341 of 2014 u/s-420/468 of 

I.P.C was registered and investigation into. On completion of the investigation, 

the I.O. of this case submitted charge sheet u/s-420/468 of I.P.C against the 

accused person, named, Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki. 

CHARGE & TRIAL 

3. In pursuant to the court’s process, the accused person appeared before the 

court and he was allowed to go on bail. Copies u/s-207 of CrPC was furnished 

to the above-named accused person. After hearing both sides, charge of 

offence u/s-420/468 of I.P.C. was read over and explained to the accused 

person by my Ld. Predecessor in office, to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. The prosecution side to prove the guilty of the accused 

person examined as many as 05 (Five) numbers of witnesses including the 

informant and the investigating officer. Considering the testimonies of 

witnesses, prosecution side declined to adduce further evidence before this 

court. Hence, the evidence of prosecution side is closed. 

STATEMENT OF DEFENCE 

4. On conclusion of evidence of prosecution, the accused was examined u/s-313 

CrPC and his pleas of denial were recorded in separate sheet and the same 
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reserved with the case record. Accused declined to offer evidence on his 

defence. 

ARGUMENT 

5. I have heard arguments of both sides, gone through the case record in the 

background of indications obtainable before this court by prosecution side. 

6. The points for determination in this case :- 

I) Whether accused named Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki cheated 

the informant named Sri Pabitra Koch by dishonestly 

inducing him to deliver an amount of Rs. 1,96,786.77/- 

and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s-420 of 

IPC? 

II) Whether the accused person on the same day, time and 

place forged a document, intending that it shall be used 

for the purpose of cheating and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s-468 of IPC? 

EVIDENCES OF PROSECUTION SIDE 

7. In this case prosecution side to prove the disputations of the ejahar examined 

five numbers of witnesses including informant and for the sake of proper 

appreciation of evidences on record let us reproduce the evidences on record. 

PW-1, Sri Mannalal Kathotia deposed that he knows the informant as well as 

the accused person of this case. He deposed that the incident took place in the 

year 2013-14 and the accused is the employee of DDCL. He further deposed 

that accused purchased biscuit from them but accused did not pay the amount 

and thereafter, he sent a letter to Drishtee Development and Communication 

Limited demanding the payment. He also deposed that thereafter, DDCL replied 

them that they did not receive any biscuit from them. Later, they learnt that 

accused manipulated them.  

8. PW-1 in his cross examination testified that he could not exactly know the 

name of the owner of Drishtee Development and Communication Limited but 

he knows that the owner of said DDCL resided at Noida or Delhi. He deposed 
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that accused regularly purchases Britannia biscuit from his shop and the 

payment of the said biscuit paid to him from Delhi Office through bank 

transaction. He deposed that he could not remember whether DDCL personnel 

had introduced the accused with them or not. The accused had a trade with 

them since from 2009 -2010.They generally delivered the order to DDCL. He 

also deposed that sometime they delivered the purchase order to them in good 

faith. He also deposed that the said purchase order issued by Local Officer of 

DDCL named Pabitra Koch after putting his signature. Further, he deposed that 

accused collected the purchase order from them on behalf of DDCL. He 

deposed that they maintained their accounting year from April to March. He 

further deposed that he has not seen the letter which he had sent to DDCL 

before the court. He deposed that he sent the letter to DDCL demanding to Rs. 

1,70,000/- (approximately) but the DDCL did not pay the said demanded 

amount to him. He did not lodge any case regarding the recovery of said 

demanding amount. He also deposed that he could not remember when the 

demanding letter has been sent to DDCL. 

9. PW-2, Sri Pabitra Koch being the informant of this case deposed that he knows 

the accused person who worked their DDCL Company as stock keeper since 

2010. He deposed that the incident took place in between 2014-2015. He 

further deposed that the accused had a responsible for purchasing goods from 

various traders, management of inventory and sale of goods to rural retail 

points. He further deposed that accused purchased the orders and distributed 

from FMCC and later their company received the outstanding amount from 

them. He further deposed that in the month of October, 2014 they have 

received a letter from Assam Trading Company demanding the payment of an 

outstanding amounting of Rs. 1,96,786/- and on received the same, they 

shocked as according to them the outstanding stood only at Rs. 22,054.12/-. 

Thereafter, on being enquired at Assam Trading Company, they produced some 

bills before him which was not prepared against their purchases. On carefully 

perusal the said bills, he confirmed that the said bills were fake. He also 
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deposed that the serial number of the said purchase order did not match the 

serial number of their purchase order according to their system. The seal of 

their company was also fake and their company did not issue any purchase 

order. Thereafter, being the District Manager informed the matter to their Zonal 

Office at Guwahati and also informed the same at Noida Head Office. He also 

deposed that when Zonal Officer enquired the matter, accused confessed his 

guilt before Zonal Officer in presence of him. He further deposed that accused 

assured before them that he would completely fulfil the outstanding amount to 

Assam Trading Company. Moreover, he deposed that when they checked their 

stock they found that accused cheated Rs. 14086/- from their company. The 

accused assured that he would pay the said Rs. 14086/- to their company. 

Thereafter, accused did not visit their company and later, he lodged the case 

against him. He identified his ejahar as Ext-1 wherein Ext-1(1) is his signature.  

10. PW-2 in his cross-examination denied the fact that the accused did issue any 

purchase order to Assam Trading Company by using the false seal of their 

company. He deposed that he has been working at Drishtee Development and 

Communication since 2005. He deposed that he had a good relation with the 

owner of their company. He further deposed that they had a business relation 

with Assam Trading Company since 2010. He also deposed that the purchase 

orders had approved from Noida. He deposed that he had not seen the false 

purchase orders in the case record before this court. He also deposed that at 

the time of alleged incident the accused was doing to issue purchase orders. He 

deposed that the workers of their office had their individual Log in I/D. He 

further deposed that at the time of alleged incident, he was monitoring all the 

particulars tasks of the office. Further, he deposed that they found Rs. 

1,40,867/- was missing from their company but they did not submit any 

document relating to the missing amount with this case. He deposed that the 

key of the store room is in the custody of the accused and he look after the 

stores as they don’t have any day or night chowkidar. Further, he deposed that 

they have found the fourteen numbers of fake issued purchase order and the 
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same were not in their computer system. He deposed that Assam Trading 

Company claimed Rs. 1,96,786.77/- from their company and Assam Trading 

Company did not file any money suit against their company in connection with 

the said claimed amount. He also deposed that he did not know whether police 

collected any stock statement from their company or not. He deposed that at 

the time of occurrence, Jayanta Borah was working as an accountant. They did 

not maintain any monthly stock register in their company and if they faced any 

typological error in their system then they sent request to IT department and 

thereafter, IT department rectified their mistakes in their system. The IT 

request has been sent to the management authority via mail. He also deposed 

that they have maintained their business dealing with Assam Trading Company 

along with six other distributors. He denied the fact that he has falsely lodged 

this case against the accused to satisfy the owner of their company.  

11. PW-3, Sri Satya Sundar Barua deposed that he knows the informant as well as 

the accused person of this case. He deposed that when he was working at 

FMCG wing department of their company, they purchased the goods in whole 

sale price and later they supplied the said goods to the shops in rural retail 

point. He further deposed that the accused had a responsibility for purchasing 

the goods from various traders, management of inventory and sale of goods to 

rural retail point. He also deposed that they purchased the goods from Assam 

Trading Company and in the year 2014, Assam Trading Company produced 

before them a bill amounting to Rs. 1,96,000/- but according to them the 

outstanding stood only at Rs. 22,000/- and when they asked the accused about 

the same, they came to know that except the said Rs. 22,000/-, accused 

purchased the goods for the rest amount in the name of their company. He 

further deposed that thereafter, accused confessed his guilt in presence of him. 

After that he did not visit their office.  

12. PW-3 in his cross examination testified that he joined the company in the year 

2008 and the head office of their company situated at Noida, regional office 

situated at Guwahati and the District office situated at Tezpur. He deposed that 
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he did not know who put the signature at the time of receiving the purchase 

orders in their company. He deposed that their accountant named Ajit 

maintained the accounts of their company. The purchase orders were reflected 

in the system. He deposed that at the time of incident, there were 6 to 7 

employees were working in their District Office. He further deposed that he 

cannot say to whom Assam Trading Company addressing their letter by 

demanding the payment of an outstanding amount of Rs. 1,96,000/- but he 

heard that the outstanding amount stood only at Rs. 22,000/-.  

13. PW-4, Sri Rupak Baishya deposed that he knows the informant as well as the 

accused person of this case. He deposed that in the 2014 accused looking into 

FMCG part of their company. He further deposed that one day some official of 

Assam Trading Company visited their office along with some bills amounting to 

Rs. 1,50,000/- and enquired as to why their company did not pay the remaining 

outstanding balance. He also deposed that thereafter, their company checked 

their system and found only at Rs. 22,000/- stood as outstanding balance. He 

further deposed that when the informant checked their system, he found that 

accused fraudulently purchasing the goods from Assam Trading Company in the 

name of their company. Moreover, he deposed that they came to know about 

the incident on being discussed with them.  

14. PW-4 in his cross examination testified that at the time of incident, he was 

working at Micro Finance as Executive. He deposed that he came know about 

the incident from the informant. He deposed that he did not state before the 

police that as per the system of their company only Rs. 22,000/- stood as 

outstanding balance. He also deposed that at the time of incident, except him 

there were around eight employees present in their office.  

15. PW-5, ASI Jugal Kalita who is the investigating officer of this case deposed that 

on 20.11.2014 he was posted at Kacharigaon Police Outpost as ASI and on that 

day, an ejahar was received at their outpost from one Pabitra Koch and 

thereafter, he was entrusted to investigate the case. He deposed that the 

ejahar was sent to Tezpur PS for registration and accordingly, Tezpur PS Case 
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No-1341/14 u/s 420/468 of IPC was registered and thereafter, taking over the 

investigation, he proceeded to the place of occurrence and recorded the 

statement of the witnesses including informant, prepared rough sketch map of 

the place of occurrence. He also deposed that the accused was searched but 

could not be traced out. On the next day, a ledger book, voucher, some stamps 

and seals of Assam Trading Corporation was seized. He further deposed that on 

completion of the investigation, he submitted charge sheet against the accused 

Ajit Kataki u/s- 420/468 of IPC showing him as absconder. He identified the 

sketch map as Ext-3 and Ext-3(1) is his signature. Ext-4 is the seizure list and 

Ext-4(1) is his signature, Ext-5 is the another seizure list and Ext-5(1) is his 

signature. Ext-6 is the charge-sheet and Ext-6(1) is his signature. P.Ext-1 is the 

voucher seized by him. 

16. PW-5 in his cross-examination testified that the ledger book was seized on 

13.07.2015 and the same was not examined with the help of auditor. He 

deposed that the seizure of the ledger book and the rubber stamps were made 

from Assam Trading Corporation. He also deposed that he has not seized the 

demand letter issued by Assam Trading to DDCL demanding payment of money 

amounting to Rs. 1,96,786.77/-. He further deposed that apart from the 

witnesses of DDCL, he has not examined any independent witnesses in this 

case. Initially, he was entrusted to conduct the pre-step investigation but later 

on as he was empowered by the S.P to conduct the investigation, he completed 

the investigation of the case. He deposed that he has not enquired from the 

officials of DDCL as to whether they had any chowkidar at their said office. He 

also deposed that he has not seized any fraud purchase orders in the instant 

case. He denied the suggestion that he has not investigated the case properly.  

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

17. In this case as per accusations sets forth against the accused person and the 

charge sheet submitted the court has framed charges under section-420/468 of 

IPC against the accused person, named, Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki. To substantiate 

the accusations against the accused person, the prosecution side adduced both 
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ocular and documentary forms of evidences. Before entering into appreciation 

part, let us understand the factual matrix of the entire prosecution story to 

appreciate the evidences in accordance with the settled provisions of rule of 

evidence. The ejahar which has been exhibited as Ext-1 discloses that the 

informant Sri Pabitra Koch being an employee of Drishtee Development and 

Communication Limited (DDCL) alleged that accused Ajit Kumar Kataki who was 

a employee of DDCL during the course of his employment created forged 

purchase orders in the name of DDCL and placed it with Assam Trading 

Company and fraudulently and dishonestly purchase goods on deferred 

payment basis whereby an outstanding amount of Rs. 1,96,786.77/- remains 

due. Although, as per the company only Rs. 22,054.17/- was due. Hence, from 

the contentions of the ejahar, it has categorically disclosed that the principle 

accusation based upon the facts of preparing forged purchase orders in the 

name of DDCL by the accused named, Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki in course of his 

employment and fraudulently and dishonestly purchase of goods from Assam 

Trading Company.  

18. As such the followings are appears to be the fact in issue which the prosecution 

obliged to establish beyond reasonable doubts:- 

i) That accused was an employee of DDCL having its office at 

Murhateteli, Near Ananta Memorial Hospital, Tezpur; 

ii) Accused Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki was responsible for purchase of 

goods from various traders, management and sale of goods to 

rural retail points; 

iii) That as per letter dated 14.10.2014 of Assam Trading Company 

addressed to Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki demanding payment of an 

outstanding amount of Rs. 1,96,786.77/- was due; 

iv) That Ajit Kumar Kataki in course of employment created forged 

purchase orders in the name of DDCL and placed it with Assam 

Trading Company; 
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v) That accused Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki fraudulently and dishonestly 

purchased those goods on deferred payment basis and 

misappropriated the inventory approximately to the tune of Rs. 

1,40,867/-;   

19. Now, coming to the charges under section-420/468 of Indian Penal Code, this 

court needs to understand as to what are the essential ingredients of an 

offence of Section-420 of IPC that needs to be established. To attract Section-

420 of IPC which is an aggravated form of an offence under section-417, the 

following requirements must be present:- 

i) Cheating; 

ii) Dishonest inducement to deliver property or to make, alter or 

destroy any valuable security or anything which is sealed or 

signed or is capable of being converted into a valuable security, 

and  

iii) Mens rea of the accused at the time of making inducement.  

20. Again arriving to the ingredients of offence punishable under section-468 of 

IPC, this court finds that the prosecution needs to establish the following 

essential ingredients:- 

i) There should be a forgery in respect of the document or 

electronic record in question. 

ii) The intention of the forgery should be that the forged document 

or electronic record is to be used for the purpose of cheating. 

iii) There should be forgery with particular intent.  

21. Hence, from the aforesaid discussion, this court comes to the conclusion that 

the offences under section-420/468 of IPC deserves the criminal intention 

(guilty mind) of using a forged document for the purpose of cheating. The 

prosecution has also got the burden of prove to establish the fact that accused 

Ajit Kumar Kataki actually prepared forged purchase orders and placed it before 

the Assam Trading Company and accordingly purchased several goods on 
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deferred payment basis and consequently, those purchase goods used for his 

own wrongful gain. 

22. In the forthcoming discussion, this court shall appreciate the evidences in the 

backdrop of charges framed against the accused person. I have carefully 

travelled through the evidences on record and it finds that the prosecution side 

examined following oral evidences, namely, Sri Mannalal Kathotia (PW-1), Sri 

Pabitra Koch, Informant (PW-2), Sri Satya Sundar Barua (PW-3), Sri Rupak 

Baishya (PW-4) and ASI Jugal Kalita, I.O.( PW-5) and adduced the following 

documentary forms of evidence as FIR (Ext-1), Sketch Map (Ext-3), Seizure List 

(Ext-4), Another Seizure List (Ext-5), Charge sheet (Ext-6) and Voucher (P. Ext-

1).  

23. I have carefully travelled through the evidences both ocular as well as 

documentary in form and it finds that PW-1 simply says that accused purchased 

biscuit and did not pay the amount. He in his cross-examination deposed that 

accused regularly purchases Britannia biscuit from his shop and the payment of 

the said biscuit paid to him from Delhi Office through the bank transaction. PW-

1 also deposed in his cross-examination that purchase order issued by Local 

Officer of DDCL named Pabitra Koch after putting his signature. He also 

deposed that he has not seen the letter which he had sent to DDCL before the 

court. The evidence presented by PW-1 appears to be oral and his evidence 

cannot exclude the documentary forms of evidences as he had not adduced any 

document of forged in nature before the court, rather he himself admitted that 

he had not seen any of letter before the court. The version of PW-1 also 

appears to be contradictory with the story of the prosecution in respect of 

issuance of purchase orders by the accused as he in his cross-examination 

categorically testified that the purchase orders was issued by one Sri Pabitra 

Koch.  

24. Now coming to the evidence of Sri Pabitra Koch, it disclosed that as per his 

evidence the accused was responsible for purchasing goods from various 

traders, management of inventory and sale of goods to the rural retail points. 
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He also supported the fact that in the month of October, 2014 they have 

received a letter from Assam Trading Company demanding the payment of an 

outstanding amounting of Rs. 1,96,786/- and on received the same, they 

shocked as according to them the outstanding stood only at Rs. 22,054.12/-. 

Thereafter, on being enquired at Assam Trading Company, they produced some 

bills before him which was not prepared against their purchases. On carefully 

perusal the said bills, he confirmed that the said bills were fake. He also 

deposed that the serial number of the said purchase order did not match the 

serial number of their purchase order according to their system. The seal of 

their company was also fake and their company did not issue any purchase 

order. Thereafter, he being the District Manager informed the matter to their 

Zonal Office at Guwahati and also informed the same at Noida Head Office. He 

also deposed that when Zonal Officer enquired the matter, accused confessed 

his guilt before Zonal Officer in presence of him. He further deposed that 

accused assured before them that he would completely fulfil the outstanding 

amount to Assam Trading Company. He also deposed that when they checked 

their stock they found that accused cheated Rs. 14,086/- from their company. 

The accused assured that he would pay the said Rs. 14,086/- to their company. 

Thereafter, accused did not visit their company and later, he lodged the case 

against him vide Ext-1.  

25. Hence, it is seen that during the evidence-in-chief PW-1 appears to be 

supportive his own contention as he contended in his ejahar. The 

trustworthiness and veracity of witness always be testified during the cross-

examination. Hence, to verify the truthfulness of the version adduced by PW-2, 

let us peruse the cross-examination part of PW-2. On meticulous perusal of the 

cross examination part of PW-2, it disclosed before this court that the purchase 

orders had approved from Noida and PW-2 had not seen any false purchase 

orders in the case record before the court. He also testified that at the time of 

alleged incident the accused was doing to issue purchase orders and he was 

monitoring all the particulars tasks of the office. He also admitted that they 
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found Rs. 1,40,867/- was missing from their company but they did not submit 

any document relating to the missing amount of this case. He deposed that 

they have found the fourteen numbers of fake issued purchase order and the 

same were not in their computer system and their company did not file any 

case for recovery of Rs. 1,96,786.77/-. Hence, the cross-examination part of 

PW-2 fails to support his initial version as the entire allegations levelled against 

the accused person based upon the fact of issuance of forged purchase orders 

by the accused in the name of DDCL and the informant as well as the 

prosecution failed exhibit or adduced any of such fake purchase orders before 

the court. Another important fact that makes the version of PW-2 doubtful that 

as per his evidence-in-chief the accused issued the forged purchase orders 

whereas he during his cross-examination he affirmed that the purchase orders 

generally issued from their office situated at Noida. The entire prosecution case 

depends upon the documents that allegedly prepared falsely by the accused 

and misappropriation of Rs.1,40,867/-. The entire fact in issue which based 

upon the documents cannot be proved and established in absence of 

documents by the oral testimony. It is the settled principle of law that where 

the parties claimed preparation of forged documents by the accused in that 

circumstances, the accusation has to be proved by the documentary evidence 

and in that circumstances oral evidence cannot exclude the proof of 

documentary evidence.  

26. The evidence of PW-3 also appears to be of purchasing goods from Assam 

Trading Company by the accused who had a responsibility of purchasing goods 

from various traders and he also testified that there was a demand from Assam 

Trading Company in the year 2014 to pay of Rs.1,96,000/- but the outstanding 

only stood at Rs. 22,000/-. He also testified that the accused had purchased the 

goods in the name of their company. He also deposed that thereafter, accused 

confessed his guilt in presence of him. During his cross-examination he 

admitted that he did not know who put the signature at the time of receiving 

the orders in their company. He deposed that accountant named Ajit 
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maintained the accounts of their company. He also testified that the purchase 

orders were reflected in the system. If the purchase orders reflected in the 

system, so there should be some documents which ought to have adduce by 

the prosecution during the time of investigation or during the time of trial.  

27. PW-4 deposed that the accused fraudulently purchased goods from Assam 

Trading Company in the name of their company. During his cross-examination 

he admitted that at the time of incident except him there were around eight 

employees present in their office and he did not state before the police that as 

per the system of their company only Rs.22,000/- was due.  

28. The sum up the evidences of PW-1, PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4, it discloses that all 

of them claimed that the accused had prepared forged purchase orders in the 

name of DDCL and placed it before Assam Trading Company and did not pay 

the purchase amount to Assam Trading Company upon which Assam Trading 

Company had issued a demand letter against DDCL. From the versions of all 

four PWs as well as the version as disclosed from the ejahar, it unveiled that 

the entire case based upon preparation of forged purchase orders in the name 

of DDCL and subsequently, issued infavour of Assam Trading Company. The 

witnesses, who are been examined are belongs to both the companies and they 

failed to adduce any single document regarding preparation of forged purchase 

orders by the accused.  

29. Now, coming to the evidence presented by the Investigating Officer (PW-5), it 

disclosed that PW-5 investigated the case and during his investigation he has 

seized certain documents vide Ext-4 and Ext-5 the seizure lists. On meticulous 

perusal of the seizure list, it appears that one ledger book of the year 2014-

2015 and one rubber stamp of Assam Trading Company were seized and M. 

Ext-5 appears to be a voucher claiming 14 numbers of bills to be fake by one 

Sri Pabitra Koch and the same was forwarded to the I/C of Kacharigaon Police 

Outpost. The ledger books those were seized given to zimma and consequently 

during the time of adducing evidence, the said document was not been called 

for and not exhibited before the court. On meticulous perusal of the 
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documentary forms of evidence, it disclosed that the prosecution side failed to 

adduce any documentary forms of evidence to substantiate the fact of 

preparing of forged purchase orders. There is no single document adduced by 

the prosecution side in this case regarding preparing forged purchase orders in 

the name of DDCL by the accused. The Material Ext-5 also not proved before 

the court by calling all the 14 numbers of bills before the court. There is no 

single purchase order seized by the I/O during the time of investigation. PW-5 

during his cross-examination himself admitted that he has not seized the 

demand letter issued by Assam Trading to DDCL demanding payment of money 

amounting to Rs. 1,96,786.77/-. He also deposed that apart from the witnesses 

of DDCL, he has not examined any independent witnesses in this case. He has 

also not enquired from the officials of DDCL as to whether they had any 

chowkidar in the said office. He also admitted that he has not seized any fraud 

purchase orders in the instant case.  

30. From the cross-examination part of PW-5, it has become crystal clear that the 

I/O himself did not make any endeavour to seize any of the purchase orders in 

the instant case. The I/O also failed to make any endeavour to seize atleast the 

demand letter that was issued allegedly by Assam Trading Company infavour of 

DDCL demanding Rs. 1,96,786.77/-. The crux of the dispute as per prosecution 

started as soon as demand letter issued by Assam Trading Company infavour of 

DDCL demanding Rs. Rs. 1,96,786.77/- and consequent to that it was alleged 

that the informant Pabitra Koch on being enquired came to know that accused 

had purchased some goods from Assam Trading Company by using forged/fake 

orders in the name of DDCL, if so, then the letter issued by Assam Trading 

Company documentary in form against DDCL demanding Rs.1,96,786.77/- and 

the forged, fake purchase orders are the documents upon which the entire 

prosecution case depends upon. Surprisingly, the prosecution side failed to 

adduce any of those documents before the court and the reason for non 

production of those documents best known to the prosecution as well as the 

I/O of this case.  
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31. In a case where the preparation of certain document for the purpose of forgery 

and cheating is claimed by the prosecution and where the documents are claim 

to be prepared forgedly, the entire prosecution case and burden of prosecution 

to prove the entire accusations rest upon the prove of forgery of document and 

in that circumstances the oral evidence shall not be competent to establish the 

accusation against the accused person in absence of any documentary evidence 

as alleged by the prosecution.  

32. Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussion, this court is constrained to 

opine that the prosecution side failed to prove the following fact in issues i.e. i) 

that accused was an employee of DDCL its office at Murhateteli, Near Ananta 

Memorial Hospital, Tezpur, during the time of incident, ii) That accused Sri Ajit 

Kumar Kataki was responsible for purchase of goods from various traders, 

management and sale of goods to rural retail points, iii) that as per letter dated 

14.10.2014 of Assam Trading Company addressed to Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki 

demanding payment of an outstanding amount of Rs. 1,96,786.77/- was due, 

iv) that Ajit Kumar Kataki in course of employment created forged purchase 

orders in the name of DDCL and placed it with Assam Trading Company, and v) 

that accused Sri Ajit Kumar Kataki fraudulently and dishonestly purchased those 

goods on deferred payment basis and misappropriated the inventory 

approximately to the tune of Rs. 1,40,867/-. Therefore, this court finds that 

prosecution side failed to prove the guilty of the accused persons, named, Sri 

Ajit Kumar Kataki beyond reasonable doubt. As such accused is entitled to get 

the benefit of doubts in this case.  Accordingly, accused person is acquitted 

from the charge u/s-420/468 of IPC and sets at liberty. Surety is extended for 

six months in view of section 437A of Cr PC. 

33. Judgment is pronounced in the open court, which is given under my hand and 

seal of this court on 19th day of December, 2020 at Tezpur. 

 
(Sri N. J. Haque) 

              Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

             Sonitpur: Tezpur 
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ANNEXURE 

1. Witnesses for Prosecution:- 

PW-1:- Sri Mannalal Kathotia  

PW-2:- Sri Pabitra Koch, Informant  

PW-3:- Sri Satya Sundar Barua 

PW-4:- Sri Rupak Baishya  

PW-5:- ASI Jugal Kalita, I.O.  

2. Witnesses for Defence: NIL 

3. Court Witnesses:  NIL 

 

4. Prosecution Exhibits: 

Ext-1 :- FIR 

Ext-1(1):- Signature of PW-1 

Ext-3 :- Sketch Map 

Ext-3(1): Signature of PW-5 

Ext-4 :- Seizure List 

Ext-4(1): Signature of PW-5 

Ext-5 :- Another Seizure List 

Ext-5(1): Signature of PW-5 

Ext-6 :- Charge sheet 

Ext-6(1): Signature of PW-5 

 

5. Defence Exhibits: NIL 

6. Material Exhibits:  

   P. Ext 1:- Voucher  

 

 

Chief Judicial Magistrate  
Sonitpur, Tezpur 


